DATE: February 6  
TO: advisors and officers  
SUBJECT: Important Dates for Model Chapter Success!

Chapter Reminder: Advisors, please review all member applications and reach out to eligible students who have not yet joined.

Important Dates for Model Chapter Success!

Could your chapter use $100, a certificate, and resumé-worthy recognition for your local leaders? Each spring, 50 Psi Chi Model Chapter Awards are up for grabs! Advisors, make it an annual tradition to achieve an MCA by adding these recurring dates to your calendar:

- **Start of Spring Semester**: Review the nine basic MCA requirements and plan to finish any that aren’t yet complete.
- **By February 15**: Place your chapter’s vote in Society Board of Directors Elections (This is the only MCA requirement due before May 15).
- **By May 15**: Finish any final MCA requirements and submit your application.

Pursuing an MCA is an efficient strategy for keeping your chapter on track throughout the year. Congratulations to the following chapters, which have each received an MCA for the past six years in a row!
• Agnes Scott College (GA)
• DePaul University (IL)
• Eastern University (PA)
• Rochester Institute of Technology (NY)
• University of Victoria (Canada)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

• **Black History Month**—Visit our online resource and plan events at your local chapter to honor the historic accomplishments of people of color in psychology.

• **Professional Development Grants for Teachers of Psychology**—Apply by March 15 for up to $1,250 to cover the costs of educational materials, conference attendance, etc.

• **Psi Chi NICE Chair Applications Due March 15**—Psi Chi seeks a graduate student to administer Psi Chi’s annual NICE Crowd collaborative research project. See the full call.

LIVE EVENT

**Live Event: Navigating Your Path to Success**  
**Wednesday, February 07, 2024 1:00–2:00 p.m. ET**  
Join us for an insightful Q&A partnership between Psi Chi and the Anxiety and Depression Association of America (ADAA), where we connect students and early career professionals with a panel of seasoned mental health professionals. This session provides a platform for you to delve into their career paths, expertise, and how to become a champion for mental health initiatives.